
 

The first BSH saw the light of day in September 1969; it 

was the work of François Benais and Max Saint-Hilaire 

and was designed to be built as a customer assembled 

kit using parts from the Renault R8 or R16. This was seen 

as a big advantage in France for the less well-off 

enthusiasts, as kits are not so common there; to the 

point in which it was even noted that parts could be 

recovered from a wrecked car if so desired! It is perhaps 

interesting from an Anglo-Saxon point of view that in 

their commentary on the car, the French reporter 

suggests that (in the 1970s at least when regulation was 

present but not so rife) it was the Frenchmen’s tendency 

to live in large apartment blocks with little or no 

garaging that had a lot to do with this phenomenon.  

Benais and Saint-Hilaire built the first two cars, after 

which the work of producing the kits was entrusted to a 

registered society or company that operated under the 

name of Issy Automobiles Plastiques, located at 20 

Boulevard Voltaire, at Issy-les-Moulineaux in the Hauts-

de-Seine. The name BSH was derived the first initials of 

Benais and Saint-Hilaire. St-Hilaire had worked as an 

industrial engineering technician in the 1950s then 

gained an opportunity to work for the well-respected 

Jacques Durand on the Alta and Arista cars. From there 

he got to work in Formula 1 for the Alpine Technical 

Centre of Boulogne-Billancourt. During this time he was 

approached by Benais to help build a sports coupe. The 

original prototypes were built away from their daily 

work in a garage equipped only with the essentials. 

Once the original two cars were completed, one was 

used for promotion while the other became the test 

mule for the kit.  Kits consisted of a tubular chassis with 

a central beam section in stainless steel that 

incorporated a roll cage and the front cross-member 

from a Gordini R8 for mounting the Renault suspension, 

steering and brakes. Engine location was standard R8, 

meaning rear mounted, hanging out behind the back 

Above: Saint-Hilaire’s own car? today with later chin spoiler. 

Below: almost mini Lola T70? 



wheels, but used a special ‘triangular’ subframe to carry 

it. This frame extended all the way up to the firewall, to 

which it was liberally bolted via a closed H-shape 

member that ‘framed’ the rear windscreen. The 

subframe also incorporated the R8 rear crossmember for 

mounting the transaxle etc. Altogether, the structure 

with attendant body was robust and safe. 

If the owner fitted a later model Gordini engine from 

either the R8 or R10 (i.e. from 1965 on), or an R16 

engine in 1.6 litre form (1965-80), the accompanying 

transaxle was a 5-speed unit rather than the 4-speed 

model used with lower spec engines. Of course, 

swapping one for another was not difficult as they were 

all pretty much interchangeable. Interestingly, the R16 

even though front wheel drive, retained the same 

mechanical layout as the rear engined R8 and R10, with 

the inline-4 mounted behind the front wheels in a front-

mid engined layout; the same as the R4 had been before 

it. This gave plenty of engine options for the low volume 

builder, but made it more difficult to convert to a true 

mid-engine layout without inverting the transaxle; i.e. by 

rotating it 180 degrees along its axis. 

The central body section of the BSH is a strongly 

constructed one-piece polyester GRP monocoque that is 

fixed to the central chassis at six mounting points. To 

this are added complete hinging one-piece front and 

rear body-sections that include inner wheel-arch liners 

and so forth. These pivoted off the front and rear of the 

chassis, opening clamshell-like, and could be removed as 

separate pieces. Thus in effect the body was made up of 

three complete units, front, middle, rear, with only the 

doors being additional to these. Other items included in 

the kit that weren’t R8 in origin were two fibreglass 

bucket seats, front windscreen and all other glazing 

including acrylic side screens with built-in sliders and a 

vertical screen between the passenger compartment 

and the engine bay, plus stays, hinges, accelerator pedal, 

gear lever and mechanisms, dashboard etc. There were 

four new springs for the Renault based suspension, plus 

a new strut/ twin-damper arrangement for rear 

suspension assembly. 

Items like main pedal box, much of the electrical 

equipment, steering and so forth came from the 

Renault, although people could fit other options if 

desired. Round rear lights and side lamps came in the kit 

from an aftermarket supplier, but could be varied too, 

with some choosing round taillights from the Simca 

1000; even Mk1 Cortina. Any from a Ferrari!?   Sports 

style external wing mirrors were a part of the kit, 

although some exchanged them for less sporty but more 

practical affairs that stuck out further on stalks, as the 

biggest complaint about the car was the lack of rear view 

when backing. This was especially so when trying to 

park, for vision through the almost horizontal slatted 

rear ‘windscreen’ is restricted, added to which, the rear 

¾ views are hindered by the large air intakes. Add in the 

ducktail spoiler that cuts the lower rear visibility to a 

minimum, no matter where the interior rear-view mirror 

is placed, and one starts to see the picture... In regard to 

this, the only practical place for mounting the interior 

mirror is tucked up high near the top of the windscreen. 



A do-it-yourself magazine did an article in their 

May 21st edition, 1970, actually taking a kit and 

assembling it, showing photos of the 

construction along the way. They listed 45 hours to fit 

the mechanicals to a chassis, 45 again for the body and 

doors etc to be mounted; electricals 40 hours, 40 again 

for the interior and another 40 hours for finishing. The 

car they built used a 155bhp 1600 TS motor with 

unspecified performance. However, cars using a 

standard 1300cc Gordini engine were claimed to have a 

top speed of 215kph or 133+mph, according to BSH. 

Certainly, drivers report that 200kph comes up easily 

enough on the open road. In comparison, the Renault R8 

Gordini could manage only 160kph, so how could this 

be? For a start, with the 5-speed ‘box the Gordini R8 was 

overdriven in 5th, meaning it had revs to spare. BSH also 

supplied or specified wheels and tyres of a somewhat 

larger size than the Renault (205x13 and 185x13 f/r 

giving approximately 1.16 times the circumference on 

the driven wheels).  The suspension for both is 

independent unequal length double-wishbone design up 

front, with a single coil spring and telescopic damper per 

side. Rear suspension is independent swing axle with a 

quite light rod-like trailing arm that pivots almost in-line 

with the outer casing of the transaxle. This results in an 

almost true swing with a small degree of toe-in as it 

travels up and down. Both cars have a single coil spring 

each side but the BSH has a modified hub/strut with 

twin dampers – one each side of the spring. An anti-roll 

Specs; standard BSH 1300 
Engine: 1300cc Gordini 
Capacities: 1255cc, 1289cc. 
Power: 95bhp DIN / 72lb.ft 
0:60mph: under 9 sec  
Speed: 133mph  
Body: Coupe 2 seats  
Length: 3950mm / 155.5” 
Width: 1550mm / 61.0” 
Height: 1130mm / 44.5” 
Weight: 580kgs 
Distribution: 40:60% approx. 
Wheelbase: 2270mm / 89.4” 
Front Track: 1300mm / 51.2” 
Rear track: 1350mm / 53.2” 
Rims: Gotti 5x13” 7x13” f/r optional 
Tyres:   185 & 205/13 
 

Specs; standard R8 Gordini 
Engine: 1300cc, ohv, Solex 
Capacity 1255cc, 74.5 x 72mm 
Power: 95bhp@6750rpm 
0-60mph: 12.3secs 
Speed: 100mph  
Body: 4-door, 4-5 seats  
Length: 3988mm 
Width: 1486mm 
Height: 1308mm 
Weight: 853kgs 
Wheelbase: 2273mm 
Rims:   5x13”      (normally 4.5” for 
Tyres:  155/13         155/13 tyres) 

 



bar is fitted to the front in both cars too, while the 

steering rack is mounted in front of the stub-axle line. 

The BSH runs a front mounted radiator along with 

reservoirs and so forth, while the R8 has its radiator 

mounted in the rear engine bay. Battery is up front too, 

but the spare wheel is said to be 

mounted over the transaxle due to a 

lack of space under the front 

bodywork (‘said’, because it depends 

on the rear plumbing etc as to 

whether there is space at all for a 

spare…). Gas tank (option of R8 or 

fabricated sheet metal) tucks in under 

the rear firewall, near the car’s c.o.g 

which means it has little effect on 

handling balance full to empty. 

When launched the kit cost around 

9,250 Francs, with a second-hand R8 

Gordini being worth around 2000 to 

4500F, depending on year, transaxle, 

condition etc. Owners say the car was not too difficult to 

put together for a practical amateur with some tools, 

and was a well- conceived kit with no surprises or 

potential cause for angst. As always, the standard of 

finished cars depended to a certain degree on the skill 

and mind-set of the 

home assembler; when a 

bit slap-dash one would 

see ill-fitting doors 

(always a bit tricky to get 

right), and poor final 

detailing which in the 

BSH case was often 

evident around the 

rather obvious ‘transom’ 

or tailboard. Opinions 

were/ are sharply divided 

regarding the cars 

silhouette, with 

outcomes especially 

dependent upon the 

angle viewed. The rear end was subject to 

criticism, while the front drew more praise. In 

profile the car is a partially successful mixture of 

period sports GTs such as Lola, Ferrari P series, 

mid-engined Maserati Birdcages, Porsche 906, 

908 etc.  

Picture taken from opposite side 



The car’s shape around the front end, with its high 

cheeked wheel arches, also provided some comment as 

the driving position is quite low, with legs outstretched 

and arms at a comfortable reach. All instruments and 

controls fall easy to hand or view, except for the 

tachometer, annoyingly! Very early cars had their 

steering columns mounted low, requiring a somewhat 

awkward entry technique for the driver if they were 

large in stature; with the need to slide the seat back for 

easy access. This situation was soon rectified and 

resulted in a somewhat easier entrance and egress. In 

fact, one road test was said that with 

familiarity the car was as easy to enter as 

a regular 4-door saloon such as the R8. 

For all the lowness of the roofline, at a 

little over 44 inches, headroom is plenty. 

An owner’s comment, translated: 

“Forward visibility is great also, and with 

low and short nose, the car can be placed 

on the road ‘to millimetre precision’ 

helped (now) by the protruding wheel-

arches...” “Obviously, the leading edge of 

bonnet is invisible but the eye soon learns 

to judge the safety margin required, while 

side-screens are well positioned to 

provide satisfactory side visibility.” In this 

environment rear vision problems melted 

away, especially when ‘on the move’, and 

in fact, when not faced with the need to 

back into a close space, the rear vision 

between the slatted rear window provides 

surprisingly good visibility.   

The generous ride height was also noted, 

which came in useful for owners who rallied 

their cars on more varied roads, but it lent 

itself to lowering by at least 20mm with this 

reduction causing no clearance concerns 

while apparently helping top speed. Also 

helping top speed is the high rear Kamm tail 

style transom that serves to keep air flowing 

along the car until it is suddenly broken away. 

However, as noted above, this was one of the 

most controversial styling features that 

further drew attention to itself if poorly 

finished or detailed. 

When viewed by photo in profile, the 

smallness of the car is not very apparent, but 

when one stops to think about its height of 

only 44.5”, or 1130mm, then one will realise 

that the apparent dumpiness becomes less 

noticeable when approaching a car in real 

life. Still, from certain angles the BSH can 

appear like a caricature of a Lola T70, all be it with 

a cute or cheeky grin on its face! This is especially true 

when viewed from the front ¾ position where it looks 

very much like a bunched-up-mini version of the Lola 

T70. 

At the time the BSH was made, Benais and Saint-Hilaire 

were both automotive professionals in their ‘other lives’, 

being directors of a VW powered dune-buggy company 

and agents and operations promoters for Renault Alpine. 

It appears that for all this they were not all that 

bothered about presenting their cars in best condition to 

journalists. One got a car that had not been cleaned for 

Recessed 
transom above: 
great for drag 
reduction.  

Left: sliding side 
windows. 

Below: original 

interior view 



some time, and 

had a tired and 

breathless engine 

in need of a good 

tune. Irrespective 

of this, he 

appreciated the 

car’s performance 

and road 

manners. He said 

that even in 

strong crosswinds 

it kept steadily on 

track at all 

speeds. The car, 

although new to 

the driver, took no time to adjust to. Its steering was 

very direct and was easy to place and control in all types 

of curves and bends; always feeling comfortable and 

secure. In high speed bends the car oversteered very 

gently, yet with simultaneous subtle adjustment of both 

the accelerator and steering wheel, accurate placement 

on the road was a natural. The suspension was obviously 

firm but allowed for sharp responsive handling, even on 

poor surfaces. The 4-wheel disc brakes from the much 

heavier R8 Gordini offered good stopping power; “in 

short, driving on winding roads is very pleasant due to its 

purity and simplicity of style it allows”. Because of the 

poor state of tune the tester did not run any timed 

acceleration runs, but still managed a genuine 190kph 

top speed. He said he felt the potential for another 

30kph with a properly running motor and a clutch that 

was not slipping in 5th!  

He weighed his car in laden road-test condition and got 

250kg front, 410 rear, giving a total of 660kg. The tester 

made a point of comparison with a current Alpine-

Renault A110 which ran the same engine and 

transmission, but weighed up to 150kg more (depending 

on which version), and needed the twin Weber 1600 TS 

option that produced 125bhp to manage a similar 210-

220kph top speed as that of the 95bhp R8 powered BSH 

(later 138bhp A110s could reach 147mph, or 236kph). 

He noted that the aerodynamics were obviously superior 

in the BSH, and that visibility forward was better;  even 

the living space was more generous. He noted that, what 

he described as the ‘all-important’ ride comfort was 

essentially a function of spring/ damper settings given 

that the two cars shared the same suspension, but he 

did not say which he thought was the better. However, 

one might expect that in this respect the Alpine had a 



head start, weighing more overall but with similar 

weight suspension, giving a better sprung to unsprung 

weight ratio. 

In terms of road-holding and tracking at high speed, he 

noted that the BSH was probably of a higher order too. 

He felt that at high speed the BSH was more nervous, 

probably due to its lightness and firm suspension, and 

that the BSH had a greater propensity to hang the tail 

out when cornering hard. Affecting this would be the 

fact that while the Alpine had exactly the same 89.4” 

wheelbase, its track was 3.2” and 4” narrower, front and 

rear. This more square stance of the BSH makes for a car 

that turns quicker and acts more sharply; of course, one 

has to maintain a balance between what may on paper 

be the quickest, yet in practice may be too nervous for 

most drivers (aka the Lancia Stratos). 

Other ‘notable 

attributes’ included 

the location of the 

pedals in relation to 

the steering column 

and chassis cross-

member that made 

heel-n-toeing almost 

impossible. The fuel 

filler was noted as not 

being so easy to 

access and fill, it not 

only being in a 

difficult position, but 

also had a tendency 

to blow back unless one filled 

it slowly… 

To conclude, the reporter-road 

tester noted that for 

approximately half the price of 

the Alpine the BSH offered at 

least similar performance, and 

for some had the added bonus 

of ‘having built it yourself’ and 

having the chance to add ‘your 

own’ little touches; and that 

was in fact what a number of 

owners ended up doing – 

making custom road and track 

versions of the car, some of 

which altered the appearance 

quite distinctly. The car 

creates an atmosphere, the 

reporter quotes, even for the 

most jaded; steering is just 

right, the short throw gearlever is well engineered and 

precise, and the car is easy to drive in most conditions 

including city and high open road speeds. On both wet 

and dry roads the car remains neutral irrespective of its 

rear weight bias, for which the road tester found rather 

surprising… ‘when the tail does go out, a quick 

correction at the steering wheel brings it under control’. 

Apparently the test car had the more cooking spec 

1289cc Gordini motor with a single twin-choke 32 DIR 

Weber carburettor giving only 81bhp DIN @5900rpm 

(about 88 SAE); some engine options had as much as 

110bhp@6900. Yet as the tester said, while no 427 AC 

Cobra it provided a plenty good bang for your bucks, 

even out of tune, with lively acceleration and the 190kph 

(118mph) top speed already mentioned. He felt that 

even with this base motor, in proper tune, more than 

200kph was a given, perhaps even the 7400rpm limit 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/33240904@N03/3367788150/in/photostream/


(around 130mph/ 210kph). He noted that the large 

curved windshield emphasised all the driving sensations. 

Other reports also say that 200kph on the motorway is 

no problem with the car feeling stable and tracking on-

line; they also talk about the car’s ‘exceptional handling 

and secure on-the-road footprint’ with oversteer or 

understeer being at the control of the driver. Braking 

also received praise; ‘braking is beyond reproach with no 

decrease in efficiency with pre-on spirited driving. A 

1970 L’Automobile magazine provided the following 

performance figures with the regular 95bhp 1300 

Gordini engine; they also provided the kerb weight 

figure of 580kg: standing 400m 16 seconds, standing 

kilometre 31.5 seconds. To put this into perspective, a 

138bhp A110 Alpine recorded a 0:60mph time in under 

8.1 seconds, a 400m under 16.4 sec at 85mph, and a 

0:100mph (160k) in 20.2 seconds – quite quick and not 

too far short of a period E-type Jaguar. Top speed was 

146mph, and the 1 kilometre took a quicker 29.18 

seconds at 117mph. The more powerful 

1600S Alpine showed the value of its 

extra power as speed built over about 

85mph, when drag/ bhp rather than 

weight/ bhp started to become 

apparent. The heavier A310 Alpine with 

the same 1600 engine turned in a 24.65 

second 0:100mph sprint and a standing 

kilometre at 31.2 seconds at 110mph. 

Looking at these, the little BSH would 

seem set to have a 0:60mph time in the 

low 8s, 0:100mph in around 25 seconds, 

and a terminal standing ¼ and 1 

kilometre at around 85 and 108mph 

respectively. These figures, and its 

146bhp per tonne power: weight ratio 

are a match for the best of today’s 1300-

1400cc hot hatches. And that is not the 

end of it… 

In 1970-71 production transferred 

to Marland, builders of VW buggies 

and the retro style Jorgia. Issy-BSH 

had by then been supplying a 1600 

TS engined kit. These engines are all 

alloy, rather than steel block with 

alloy head configuration of the 1300 

Major based motor. The engine was 

now slightly long-stroke at close to 

78 x 84mm giving 1565cc, but ran a 

10.25 c:r with a crossflow 

hemispherical combustion chamber 

(as did the 1300). Two specs were 

offered; the 1600S and the 1600VB. 

The VB with twin 45 DCOE 

carburettors had DIN 125bhp@6500 

rpm (over 130 SAE), but the S was said to be spec’d for 

155 bhp, giving a power to weight of 238bhp/tonne, 

making it a very quick car. These were exported for a 

period to Italy. 

At closure Issy had supplied 40 kits. Marland continued 

producing the cars to 1974 with 1565cc R16 TS engines 

producing up to 140bhp, but also down to 70bhp 

(1470cc T16) that gave a top speed of only 180kph 

/112mph. They manufactured another 67 cars bringing 

the total to 107 kits. 

Another two development models were made by St-

Hilaire himself. They were an upgrade on the original 

1600 cars, now with a Citroen GS rear windscreen, a 

revamped tail end with a standard rear wing that was 

said to look aesthetically better. They were sold under 

Saint-Hillarie’s own name, but as said, only two were 

built in the end and spent most of their lives in 

competition. No known photos are existent, at least not 

in the public domain… 


